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Shisuke Uchida(01/18/1994)
 
Hello this is Shisuke Uchida speaking
its my honor to write poems or songs for you.
you may send me request to write a poem and ill
complete it as soon as  you
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Beautiful Flames
 
Incinerating everything in its path
leaving a flame road aftermath
the deadly beauty of its flames
that leads up to bloody games
emitting out black smoke
inhaling this will make you choke
bringing pain among contact
then theres nothing beyond that
the heating of the fire
stings like a wire
though dangerous and cunning
the flames are still stunning
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Clouds
 
The clouds seem so close
fooling you with no remorse
drifting into the frozen skies
how smooth they move oh my
the white beauty sensation
is only a temptation
sending down rain to the earth
bringing out new birth
blocking the rays of the sun
oh that must be no fun
respect what they do for us
because they never cause no fuss
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Fcat Terms Poem
 
The answer is in the text
so you'd better do the best
in a story theres a plot
and the main character is Scott
find the main idea of the story
it could be about Maury
the tone may be the mood
so read it times two
the climax is the exiting point
theme is the great joint
the simile is so great
to imply is something i hate
the writers purpose,
maybe he is multipurpose
he may use a personification
to boost the readers education
she may use a metaphor
to take you on a grand tour
sometimes predict the ending
so you have a better trending
the summary is special
to contribute is special
the cause is tremendous
the effect is illustrious
the fcat has many tricks
its just some everyday ticks`
what is the auther's point of view
sometimes it can be very askew
look out for a hyperbole
that can be used to point out a troll
there will at the end be a resolution
and the organizational pattern helps the solution
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My Love
 
The love for you i have is strong
knowing this we will last for long
your voice  sinks into my heart
oh how we will never ever be apart
your kiss is just right
i want to hold you so tight
your so special to me
oh love cant you see
i love your grin
it makes my world spin
i wanna hold you so tight
to show you my might
im always thinking of you
because you are my boo
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Natural Diaster
 
The roaring thunder in the sky
Lightning flashes way up high
The rain dropping to the ground
causing people to run around
the lava's devastating heat
causing many people to retreat
the colossal wave crashing down
slaughtering the nearest town
the blizzard freezing everything
its winds are so very chilling
the fires blazing in the forest
making it a bad day for tourist
the sinkhole sucking the ground
leaving everything in lost and found
These are the things that shape our earth
so us humans can continue to mirth
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Nature
 
Can you hear the birds whistling
or the crickets chirping
the river's water is sparkling
the sky is so dazzling
the trees are humongous
the flowers are illustrious
these are the basic things
that makes nature sings
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Rose
 
Cherry colored scented roses
Sniffing them under our noses
The deadly roses scatter so fast
Leaving the prey only to aghast
their luxury cant be compared
no one can make a dare
the blossoms shining so bright
the roses shines so bright
roses that seem to stand tall
showing the way to kingdom hall
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Space
 
The swirling wonders of our galaxy
is such a great big fantasy
large circular planets
reminding you of amlets
the starts shining so bright
their powers full of might
comets flying through space
as if they were in a race
using rockets as a tour
lets make a trip for four
lets have fun in space
we can play with full grace
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